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Special Issue Editors’ Introduction
Voices from the Field: Centering Southeast Asian Americans
through Policy, Practice, and Activism
Loan Thi Dao
St. Mary’s College of California
Peter T. Keo
Stanford University
As we commemorate the 45th anniversary of the end of the American war in Cambodia, Laos, and
Viet Nam, we face a critical moment in our history as a part of historical debates about the heart
and soul of this country that invites an imagination of our collective future through the frames of
social justice. Voices from the Field centers on the fluid, dynamic, and multidimensional locations
of Southeast Asian American voices across educational policy, practice, leadership, and activism
at the confluence of pan-ethnic and inter-racial solidarity and educational justice. At this critical
juncture in Asian Pacific American (APA) history, this special issue offers opportunities to
understand how educational institutions, policies, and curriculum must confront the problematic
ways in which Southeast Asian Americans have been essentialized, rendered simultaneously
invisible and hyper-visible, and contained into sterilized narratives as refugee victims in need of
educational salvation to earn their place as “Model Minorities.” The contributors to this issue
provide critical interventions in the areas of education policy, curricular development that reflects
and supports the diversity of Southeast Asian American students today, the intersectional
challenges and barriers for first-generation students and for emerging leaders. It urges the reader
to consider the re-connection of community and activism as a critical intervention to historical
attempts to sever organic identities and community ties from the goals and measurable successes
of schooling. This issue attempts to move beyond the broad articulations of Asian Americans in
education that (academically) essentializes Southeast Asian American educators, students, and
communities to invest in approaches and curriculum that honors our unique and complex stories
of trauma, survival, resilience into the twenty-first century. It is critical to recognize the unique
and nuanced history, experience, culture, agency, and contributions of Southeast Asian
Americans—one that is often rendered invisible under the pan-ethnic category of Asian Americans
or essentialized as pathologically “at risk.” The contributors to this issue are using
interdisciplinary, transnational approaches to map critical sites of educational justice that is
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narratives that shape intergenerational refugee communities not as problems to be fixed but rather
as critical sites of inquiry that need and deserve to be heard.
Evidence suggests that educational success portends success in other life outcomes
including socio-economic mobility. It is well documented that investing in formal education often
yields stronger earning potential. In essence, a college graduate generally has more potential to
earn a higher income than someone with only a high school diploma. However, the challenge with
extant research on K-20 education is that it often bifurcates Southeast Asian Americans into
categories of academic success or failure. This categorization does not capture the complex, fluid,
and varied lived experiences of individuals defined neither by success nor failure. Therefore, we
were interested in the following questions: What are the different ways of knowing and being
beyond success or failure among Southeast Asian Americans in the structures and curriculum of
K-20 education? What are the barriers and opportunities for Southeast Asian Americans in
navigating the leadership pipeline to sit at the decision-making tables? How do we understand and
prioritize the intersectional lives of our students and their families beyond these metrics of
academic achievement to transformative social justice that breaks down the walls of schooling,
community, class, and race and ethnicity so that both educators and students bring our holistic
selves to classroom with the goal to realize a vision of a new world?
Voices from the Field emphasizes these themes through contributors who work at the
crossroads of research and practice as educators, school leaders and activists. Scholars responded
to an open call for peer-reviewed submissions while advocates and practitioners were invited to
submit essays. In light of recent events that put in relief the difficult racial dynamics related to
COVID-19, the Black Lives Matter movement, and the particular murder of George Floyd, we
received permission to reprint a statement by a coalition of organizations, led by CAALMinnesota, and a self-reflection by Minnesota resident Cameron PajYeeb Yang. The contributions
have been divided into three overlapping areas of educational policy and curricular practices,
intersectional leadership, and advocacy and activism in the historical moment. Peter T. Keo and
Mike Hoa Nguyen provide the landscape of educational policy that paves the discussion for
Yvonne Kwan and Mary Yee to offer critical interventions to curriculum that speak to holistic and
transformative educational opportunities for Cambodian American and first-generation
Vietnamese American students. Van T. Lac, Seng-Dao Yang Keo, and Jia Grace Liang extend the
themes of marginalization and potential of students into the obstacles of Southeast Asian women
faculty and administrators. The contributions of SEARAC, CAAL-MN, and Cameron PajYeeb
Yang remind us of what is at stake for us as communities to more deeply understand ourselves
within the historical hegemonic paradigms of our adopted homelands in order to truly engage in
transformative education that builds a more just tomorrow.
Dr. Peter T. Keo’s article examines how Southeast Asian Americans are treated in leading
K-12 and higher educational research. His qualitative meta-analysis of 151 peer-reviewed
academic articles in six K-12 and higher education journals over ten years (2007-2016) resulted in
only four of the 151 articles (2.6%) reviewed specifically addressed in whole or in part Southeast
Asian Americans. Findings demonstrate that aggregating racial data for Asian Americans silences
under-represented Southeast Asian Americans. Dr. Mike Hoa Nguyen’s article extends the
concerns of lack of representation and disaggregated data into higher education that led to
advocacy for federal designation as Minority Serving Institutions (MSI) for APAs. He highlights
how the Asian American and Native American Pacific Islander Serving Institutions (AANAPISI)
programs can intentionally design their higher educational programming to support Southeast
Asian American students, and their responsibility in effectively advocating for them at the policy
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level. Dr. Nguyen’s article provided a background and an overview of the AANAPISI landscape
over the past decade that lays the foundational potential for more expansive integration of lowincome Southeast Asian American students to enter higher education and exploration of critical
innovations to help these students thrive.
Dr. Yvonne Kwan explores the complexities of young Cambodian American refugee
subjecthood as it is informed by historical trauma and reproduced trauma in the daily lives of
students. She documents how Cambodian American students navigate through dominant
discursive narratives about their racial and ethnic identity to then form identities reflective of their
lived experiences. The students in her research position themselves not as refugee victims but as
subjects of their own identity formation. Kwan advocates for higher education practitioners to
support and nurture this process for students by exploring a deeper understanding of their
challenges and strengths as members of a refugee diaspora. Dr. Mary Yee builds on past calls for
relevant curriculum that centers student identities in transformative education in her example of
first-generation students’ return to Viet Nam through their courses. First-generation students who
reported feeling a sense of liminality in American as well as Asian American spaces on campus
found a sense of validation and relevance in these educational trips. And yet, they simultaneously
had to complicate notions of home and identity as they saw their country of birth through a critical
academic lens and as “visitors.” The experiences forced them to reckon with the ways in which
they were now viewed by locals as “Việt Kiều,” or “overseas Vietnamese.” This self-reflection of
their imagined community sterilized in memory contrasted with the reality of their evolving
positionality in the global and temporal terrains that Southeast Asian American studies must
continue to unpack with new generations and with continual, cyclical migration.
Dr. Van T. Lac’s essay segues into topics of intersectional leadership and activism both in
and beyond educational settings. She focuses on the themes of (dis)placement and (in)visibility
she has encountered as a Southeast Asian refugee youth navigating the educational systems in K12 public schools and in higher education from an undergraduate student to a professor. Her essay
highlights the challenges of many Southeast Asian American scholars who enter higher education
where the model minority myth shapes in both explicit and veiled ways in the process of
educational achievement, seeking mentorship and models, and attaining tenure. Dr. Seng-Dao
Yang Keo’s essay examines the intersection of race, ethnicity, and gender as a first-generation
Hmong-American woman in a senior-level K-12 educational leadership policy role. Dr. Yang Keo
shares her story of resistance and resilience as she navigates different educational and workforce
systems as the child of a Hmong child solider and middle school graduates. Dr. Jia Grace Liang’s
study draws on accounts of two Vietnamese American women school administrators in a Southern
state and a Midwestern state to understand the ways in which they have navigated intersectional
stereotypes to advocate for equity and inclusion for their socio-culturally and linguistically diverse
students and families. As institutional administrators in geographical areas with small APA
populations, their resilience, intellect, and creativity paved the way for conditions for access to,
advancement in, and enactment of substantive change in educational advocacy.
We close this issue with voices from community leaders on the front lines in the struggle
for representation, leadership development, community-building and advocacy. At the national
level, the Southeast Asian Resource Action Center (SEARAC) has been at the helm for Southeast
Asian American communities. They have demanded a seat at the decision-making tables since
refugee resettlement in the 1970s, advocating for the rights and needs of refugees and the diasporic
community in the United States. Executive Director Quyen Dinh and staff members Katrina D.
Mariategue and Anna H. Byon share the current state of Southeast Asian American communities
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and a roadmap to advocate for equity and justice in the areas of education, economics, and
immigration. We also have permission from the Center for Asian-American Leaders (CAAL)
Minnesota to reprint their open letter regarding the death of George Floyd, their call for solidarity
with Black Lives Matter, and their analysis of the positionality of Southeast Asian Americans in
the national conversation on race and racism. Cameron PajYeeb Yang deepens CAAL’s push for
a critical reflection of anti-blackness in our communities in their first-person narrative of the
impact of toxic masculinity, homophobia, and transphobia within our communities and in our
society that must be grappled with in light of the disproportionate murders of trans people of color.
We are grateful to them for their willingness to share their thoughts in the context of Pride and the
anniversary of the Stonewall riots.
In the midst of all the challenges we face in this moment, Southeast Asian Americans, as part
of Asian Pacific American (APA) pan-ethnic community, are both on the front lines of relief efforts
and the targets of hate speech and hate crimes across the country. We are the essential workers in
healthcare, food, and other industries. So many of our community members also rely heavily on
small business “mom and pop” shops as a means of economic mobility, such as beauty salons,
restaurants, and other service-based businesses. Their closures translate into potential economic
devastation for many families, who have little or no access to institutional safety nets, including
adequate access to healthcare in many states. Yet, the public statements by government leaders
and across social media in recent months have escalated into negative attitudes, hate speech, and
even physical violence to APA-owned businesses, homes, and individuals of all ages.
Unfortunately, these attitudes and behaviors have been part of a long history of anti-APA sentiment
in this country since the 1800s. It has resulted in forced segregation and the burning of APA
enclaves, physical violence and murders of APIs, and policies and laws that were overtly targeted
at APA communities. The continual, unrestrained repetition of stereotypes in popular culture,
academic research, and from leaders have reproduced these behaviors throughout our history and
in the current crisis. These stereotypes include:
1) Model Minorities: assuming APAs are all wealthy and self-sufficient, passive and docile,
and thus not needing help or support;
2) Yellow Peril: viewing APAs as a threat by carrying disease; as being moral and criminal
threats; as always loyal to “Asia” rather than the United States; as intentionally “stealing”
American jobs, wealth, educational opportunities to our landlords and bosses; as a
competitive threat to American businesses that lead to unemployment and the closing of
industries.
3) Perpetual or Forever Foreigner: The assumption that APAs are all new immigrants, and
thus have not contributed to building this country, only “taking” from it. Consequently,
they should not be entitled to the rights and privileges of citizenship and do not “belong”
in this country.
These stereotypes have had tragic outcomes in American history, such as the Chinese Exclusion
Act of 1882, the burning of APA towns across the west coast in the early 1900s, the unjust
incarceration of largely American citizen Japanese Americans during WWII, the brutal, racially
motivated murders of Vincent Chin in Detroit in 1982 and of Balbir Singh Sodhi in Arizona after
9/11, the deportations of Southeast Asian American refugees from the Viet Nam War, and many
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others. The difference with COVID-19 is that it is happening now. We can stop this violence, and
we can reject hate, toward APAs or any other group. We cannot celebrate our essential workers,
from healthcare workers to homecare workers to food industry workers, who are on the front lines
saving lives and risking their lives, only to ignore the hate they and their communities are facing
on the streets.
Like our communities, Black communities are heavily impacted by COVID-19. Black
Americans have disproportionate rates of incidence, mortality, and economic impact. The
historical criminalization of our brothers and sisters have compounded the issues of taking
protective measures against the pandemic. For APAs, since the pandemic began, wearing a mask
has been a potential marker of carrying disease or a marking of our bodies as targets of violence.
Mundane daily activities put us at risk of hate speech or hate crimes. For Black community
members, these daily activities not only have resulted in the heightened perpetuation of racist
assumptions of criminality, the unfounded fears are compounded by the historical reality of police
brutality and death. George Floyd’s murder at the hands of the police is just one instance of
systemic oppression articulated through the dehumanization of the black body. The fact that Mr.
Floyd's murder included a Hmong American officer forces us to come to terms with an issue our
communities have collectively tried to avoid the past forty-five years: where will we stand in the
conversation of race and white supremacy in this country we have claimed as home? After fortyfive years, will our education, leadership, and activism be tools to perpetuate systems of white
supremacy, or will we recognize how we have benefited from past social movements? Will we use
these powers to stand in solidarity with communities of color against historical oppressions that
have impacted all of us? Will we see our liberation as entwined in the liberation of intersectional
Black, Brown, and Indigenous lives? These are the questions before our generation, and the story
of how we chose to embody our refugee resilience in the fight for justice in the classrooms, in the
institutions, and on the streets is for us to write.
In peace and solidarity,
Loan Thi Dao and Peter T. Keo
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